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Abstract 

Network emulation is an important research approach. It allows real-world traffic to 
interact with simulated traffic and experience various user-specified packet delaying, dropping, 
reordering, and duplication treatments. With emulation, one can test the function and 
performance of a real-world network device under various simulated network conditions 
without the need to get, know, or modify its internal protocol stack. Due to these capabilities, 
emulation is widely used to test network protocols and network devices. In this chapter, we 
introduce NCTUns, an innovative network simulator and emulator. We explain the novel 
simulation methodology used by it, present its new kernel-module-based design and 
implementation, and show its emulation capabilities and performance. Several examples are 
presented to illustrate its uses in wired and wireless network emulations. More information 
about this tool is available at its web site at http://NSL.csie.nctu.edu.tw/nctuns.html. 

1 Introduction 

Network emulation refers to the ability to simulate the characteristics of a real-world network 
in real time and let real-world packets pass through the simulated network to receive various 
treatments such as packet dropping, delaying, reordering, duplication, etc. (For brevity, in the 
rest of this chapter we will simply use “the simulated network” to denote “the network 
simulated in real time,” which is the emulated network.) By emulation, real-world network 
devices can exchange their packets under various network conditions simulated by just one 
machine. The cost, effort, and time involved in setting up a large network to do real 
experiments can thus be significantly saved. Using emulation, one can evaluate the 
performance of real-world network devices under various network conditions without the 
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need to get, know, or modify its internal protocol stack. This capability is important as 
sometimes it is impossible, difficult, or expensive to acquire the source code of the protocol 
stack used in a network device. 

Traditional emulation tools operate by allowing real-world packets to pass through an 
emulated link that gives packets special treatments based on simple statistics distributions. 
NCTUns is an innovative network simulator and emulator with many unique advantages. In 
addition to supporting the above common usage, it supports innovative emulations in which 
real-world traffic passes through a simulated network to interact with simulated traffic. In 
NCTUns, a real-world network device can set up TCP connections with any host in the 
simulated network to exchange their information. In addition, packets generated from a 
simulated network can be directed to a router in the real world and then come back into the 
simulated network to test the functions and performance of a real-world router. These unique 
capabilities are difficult to achieve by traditional network emulators. In this chapter, we 
introduce NCTUns, explain the novel simulation methodology used by it, present its 
emulation design and implementation, and show its emulation capabilities and performance. 
We also use several examples to illustrate its uses in wired and wireless network emulations. 
In the following, we first introduce the NCTUns network simulator as it will be turned into an 
emulator for emulation purposes.  

2 NCTUns Network Simulator 

2.1 Development Status 

Network simulators implemented in software are valuable tools for researchers to develop, 
test, and diagnose network protocols. Simulation is economical because it can carry out 
experiments without the actual hardware. It is flexible because it can, for example, simulate a 
link with any bandwidth and propagation delay. Simulation results are easier to analyze than 
experimental results because important information at critical points can be easily logged to 
help researchers diagnose network protocols. 

Network simulators, however, have their limitations. A complete network simulator 
needs to simulate networking devices (e.g., hosts and routers) and application programs that 
generate network traffic. It also needs to provide network utility programs to configure, 
monitor, and gather statistics about a simulated network. Developing a complete network 
simulator is a large effort. Due to limited development resources, traditional network 
simulators usually have the following drawbacks: 

First, simulation results are not as convincing as those produced by real hardware and 
software equipment. In order to constrain their complexity and development cost, most 
network simulators usually can only simulate real-world network protocol implementations 
with limited details, and this may lead to incorrect results.  

Second, most traditional network simulators are not extensible in the sense that they lack 
the standard UNIX POSIX application program interface (API). As a result, existing and to-
be-developed real-world application programs cannot run normally to generate traffic for a 
simulated network, nor can their performance be evaluated under various simulated network 
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conditions. Instead, they must be rewritten to use the internal API provided by the simulator 
(if there is any) and be compiled with the simulator to form a single, large, and complex 
program. 

To overcome these problems, Wang invented a kernel re-entering simulation 
methodology [1, 2] and used it to implement the Harvard network simulator [3]. Later on, 
Wang further improved the methodology and used it to design and implement the NCTUns 
network simulator and emulator [4]. By using the novel kernel re-entering simulation 
methodology, NCTUns provides many unique advantages over traditional network simulators 
and emulators. Since its public release on November 1, 2002, as of August 1, 2009, more than 
14,911 people from 132 countries in the world have registered at its web site 
(http://NSL.csie.nctu.edu.tw/nctuns.html) and downloaded it.  

NCTUns is open-source and runs on the Linux operating system. It can simulate many 
different types of networks. After many years of development, it has become a high-quality 
and useful tool and has received many academic honors. For example, both ACM MobiCom 
2002 [5] and MobiCom 2003 [6] international conferences select it as a research 
demonstration. The IEEE Network Magazine reports this tool in its July 2003 issue [7]. The 
IEEE MASCOTS 2004 international conference selects it as a tutorial [8]. The IEEE 
vehicular technology society selects it as a tutorial at its workshop [9]. The IEEE INFOCOM 
2005 conference selects it as a demonstration [10]. The SPECTS 2005 international 
conference selects it as a tutorial [11]. In addition, Wiley publishes a paper to present the 
capabilities of NCTUns on wireless resource management [12].  

2.2 Kernel Re-entering Simulation Methodology 

Tunnel network interface is the key facility in the kernel re-entering simulation methodology. 
A tunnel network interface, available on most UNIX machines, is a pseudo network interface 
that does not have a physical network attached to it. The functions of a tunnel network 
interface, from the kernel’s point of view, are no different from those of an Ethernet network 
interface. A network application program can send or receive packets through a tunnel 
network interface, just as if these packets were sent to or received from a normal Ethernet 
interface.  

Each tunnel interface has a corresponding device special file in the /dev directory. If an 
application program opens a tunnel interface’s special file and writes a packet into it, the 
packet will enter the kernel. To the kernel, the packet appears to come from a real network 
and will go up through the kernel’s TCP/IP protocol stack as an Ethernet packet would do. On 
the other hand, if the application program reads a packet from a tunnel interface’s special file, 
the first packet in the tunnel interface’s output queue in the kernel will be dequeued and 
copied to the application program. To the kernel, the packet appears to have been transmitted 
onto a real link and this pseudo transmission is no different from an Ethernet packet 
transmission.  

Using tunnel network interfaces, one can easily simulate the single-hop TCP/IP network 
depicted in Figure 1 (a), where a TCP sender application program running on host 1 sends its 
TCP packets to a TCP receiver application program running on host 2. One can set up the 
simulated network with two operations. First one configures the kernel routing table of the 
simulation machine so that tunnel network interface 1 is chosen as the outgoing interface for 
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the TCP packets sent from host 1 to host 2, and tunnel network interface 2 is chosen for the 
TCP packets sent from host 2 to host 1. Second, the simulation engine process simulates the 
characteristics of these two links. For the link from host i to host j (i = 1 or 2 and j = 3 – i), the 
simulation engine opens tunnel network interface i’s and j’s special files in /dev and then 
executes a while loop. In each step of this loop, it simulates a packet’s transmission on the 
link from host i to host j by reading a packet from the special file of tunnel interface i, waiting 
the link’s propagation delay time plus the packet’s transmission time on the link (in 
simulation time), and then writing this packet to the special file of tunnel interface j. 
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Figure 1. (a) A single-hop TCP/IP network to be simulated. (b) The way the single-hop TCP/IP network 
is simulated in NCTUns. 

While the simulation engine process is running, the simulated network is constructed and 
alive. Figure 1 (b) depicts this simulation scheme. Since replacing a real link with a simulated 
link occurs outside the kernel, the kernels on both hosts do not know that their packets 
actually are exchanged on a virtual simulated network. The TCP sender and receiver 
programs, which run on top of the kernels, do not know the fact either. As a result, all 
existing real-world application programs can run on the simulated network, all existing real-
world network utility programs can be applied to the simulated network, and the TCP/IP 
network protocol stack used in the simulation is the real-world working implementation. Note 
that in this methodology all nodes in a simulated network share the kernel of the simulation 
machine. Therefore, although two TCP/IP protocol stacks are depicted in Figure 1, actually 
they are the same one – the protocol stack of the simulation machine. 

2.3 Features 

The NCTUns network simulator has many useful and unique features. Here we describe each 
of them. 
 

A. It directly uses the real-world Linux’s TCP/IP protocol stack to generate high-
fidelity simulation results. By using the novel kernel re-entering simulation 
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methodology, the protocol stack of a real-world UNIX (e.g., FreeBSD or Linux) 
kernel is directly used to generate high-fidelity simulation results. 

B. It can use any existing and to-be-developed UNIX application program as a 
traffic generator program without any modification. Any real-world program can 
be run on a simulated network to generate realistic network traffic and be evaluated. 
This capability enables a researcher to test the functions and performance of a 
distributed application or system (e.g., an Internet online game or auction system) 
under various network conditions. Another important advantage of this feature is that 
application programs developed during simulation studies can be directly used and 
deployed on real-world UNIX machines after simulation studies are finished. This 
capability eliminates the time and effort required to port a simulation prototype to a 
real-world implementation if traditional network simulators were used. 

C. It can use any real-world UNIX network configuration and monitoring tools. 
For example, the UNIX route, ifconfig, netstat, tcpdump, traceroute, commands can 
all be run on a simulated network to configure and monitor the simulated network. 

D. The setup and usage of a simulated network and application programs are 
exactly the same as those used in real-world IP networks. For example, in 
NCTUns each layer-3 interface has an IP address assigned to it and application 
programs use these IP addresses to communicate with each other. A person who is 
familiar with real-world IP network configurations and operations can learn and 
operate NCTUns in a few minutes. NCTUns is a good educational tool by which 
students learn how to configure and operate a real-world IP network.  

E. It simulates various networks. NCTUns currently supports fixed Internet (including 
IPv4 and IPv6), wireless LAN networks (including the ad hoc mode and 
infrastructure mode), wireless sensor networks, wireless mesh networks, military 
tactics mobile ad hoc networks, optical networks (including traditional circuit-
switching mode and more advanced Optical Burst Switching mode), GPRS cellular 
networks, DVB/RCS satellite networks, IEEE 802.16(d)(e)(j) WiMAX networks, 
IEEE 802.11p/1609 wireless vehicular networks, etc.  

F. It simulates various network devices. For example, Ethernet hubs, switches, routers, 
hosts, IEEE 802.11(b) mobile stations and access points, WAN (Wide Area Network, 
for purposely delaying/dropping/reordering packets), Wall (wireless signal obstacle), 
GPRS base station, GPRS phone, GPRS GGSN, GPRS SGSN, optical circuit switch, 
optical burst switch, QoS DiffServ interior and boundary routers, wireless mesh 
routers, military agent nodes, etc.  

G. It simulates various protocols. For example, IEEE 802.3 CSMA/CD MAC, IEEE 
802.11(b) CSMA/CA MAC, IEEE 802.11(e) (MAC-layer QoS), learning bridge 
protocol, spanning tree protocol, IP, Mobile IP, Diffserv (IP-layer QoS), RIP, OSPF, 
UDP, TCP, RTP/RTCP/SDP, HTTP, FTP, Telnet, etc.  

H. Its simulation speed is high. By combining the kernel re-entering simulation 
methodology with the discrete-event simulation methodology, a simulation job can 
be finished quickly.  

I. Its simulation results are repeatable. NCTUns modifies the UNIX kernel to 
precisely control the scheduling order of the simulation engine process and 
application processes. As such, if the chosen random number seed for a simulation 
case is fixed, the simulation results of the case will be the same across different 
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simulation runs even though some other activities (e.g., disk I/O) may occur on the 
simulation machine during simulation.  

J. It provides a highly-integrated and professional GUI environment. The GUI can 
help a user (1) draw network topologies, (2) configure the protocol modules used 
inside a node, (3) specify the moving paths of mobile nodes, (4) plot network 
performance graphs, (5) play back the animation of a logged packet transfer trace, etc. 
All these operations can be easily and intuitively done with the GUI. Figure 2 shows 
the GUI environment of NCTUns. 

 

 

Figure 2. The GUI environment of NCTUns. 

Its simulation engine adopts an open-system architecture and is open source. By using a 
set of module APIs provided by the simulation engine, one can easily implement a new 
protocol module and integrate it into the simulation engine. NCTUns uses a simple and 
effective syntax to describe the settings and configurations of a simulation job. These 
descriptions are generated by the GUI and stored in a suite of files. Normally the GUI will 
automatically transfer these files to the simulation engine for execution. However, if one 
wants to evaluate new types of networks that the GUI does not support, one can bypass the 
GUI and generate the suite of description files by himself/herself using any text editor (or by 
running a script program). The non-GUI-generated suite of files can be manually fed to the 
simulation engine for execution.  

It supports more realistic wireless signal propagation models. In addition to providing the 
simple (transmission range = 250 m, interference range = 550 m) model that is commonly 
used in other network simulators, NCTUns provides over thirty more realistic models in 
which a received bit’s BER (Bit Error Rate) is calculated based on the used modulation and 
coding schemes, the bit’s received power level, and the noise power level around the receiver. 
Large-scale path loss and small-scale fading effects are also simulated.  
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Every node in a simulated network is equipped with a command console. One can launch 
application programs or execute UNIX commands during simulation in the command console 
of a simulated node. The allowed operations are exactly the same as what one can operate in 
the command console of a real-world network device. For example, one may run the “netstat” 
command in the command console of a simulated node to obtain the packet transfer statistics 
of an interface used by that simulated node. As another example, one can use the “ping” and 
“traceroute” program to test whether the routing path between the local node and a remote 
node is properly set up in the simulated network. This capability allows researchers to 
flexibly issue commands during simulation based on the current needs.  

It supports the tcpdump packet capturing and filtering tool. The tcpdump program is a 
user-level packet filtering and capturing tool. It passes filtering rules to the kernel and 
displays the information of captured packets. The Berkeley-Packet-Filter (BPF) module in the 
kernel performs packet-filtering operations. When a packet is sent or received at an interface, 
the device driver of the interface passes the packet to the BPF module for evaluation. If the 
BPF module accepts this packet, it associates a timestamp with the packet. The BPF module 
gives each captured incoming packet a timestamp to record when it is received by the 
interface. The module also gives each captured outgoing packet a timestamp to record when it 
is transmitted onto a link. The tcpdump program can display the header and payload of 
captured packets. In NCTUns, the tcpdump program can monitor any network interface in a 
simulated network to capture desired packets.  

3 Emulator Architecture 

NCTUns network simulator can be easily turned into a network emulator by performing the 
following operations. First, an as-fast-as-possible simulation should be turned into a real-time 
simulation by synchronizing the virtual clock with the real time. This is required because the 
simulated network should appear as a real network to real-world devices when they are 
exchanging their packets over the simulated network. Second, several routing entries need to 
be added to the system routing table on real-world devices so that their packets can be 
transmitted to the simulation machine. Third, several packet-filtering rules need to be 
installed and several routing entries need to be added to the system routing table on the 
simulation machine. Doing so will allow incoming real-world packets to be captured and then 
directed to the simulated network. Conversely, packets generated from the simulated network 
can be captured and then sent to real-world devices. Finally, the headers of the captured 
packets need to be translated so that they can be forwarded between the simulated network 
and the real-world devices.  

Regarding the first operation of real-time synchronization, NCTUns periodically 
synchronizes its simulation clock with the system’s real time clock so that they differ by at 
most 1 ms at any time. Regarding the second operation of setting relevant routing entries on 
real-world machines, NCTUns automatically computes and outputs them for the user’s 
references. Regarding the third operation of setting relevant packet-filtering rules and routing 
entries on the simulation machine, NCTUns automatically computes and installs them when 
an emulation case starts. Thus, no human intervention is needed. Finally, regarding necessary 
packet header translations, NCTUns implements an emulation module (kernel module) to 
receive captured packets and perform header translations.  
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To conduct an emulation case, one needs to first construct the simulated network that 
real-world packets will pass through. Using the GUI of NCTUns can easily do this job. 
Second, one needs to specify how an external machine interfaces with the simulated network. 
That is, when the packets generated by a real-world machine arrive at the simulation machine, 
to which part of the simulated network should they enter? To help a user easily specify this 
relationship, an external host/router icon is provided in the GUI of NCTUns. This node icon 
represents its corresponding external machine in the real world. By drawing a link between 
this node icon and a node icon in the simulated network in the GUI, one can clearly specify 
how the external machine in the real world connects to the simulated network. To avoid 
confusion, in the rest of this chapter, when we say “external host,” we mean the one in the 
GUI. On the other hand, when we say “external machine,” we mean the corresponding 
external machine in the real world.  

3.1 Kernel  Emulation Module 

Packet header translations for emulation can be implemented as a user-level daemon or as a 
kernel module. Initially, NCTUns implemented a user-level daemon to support emulation. 
Starting the 5.0 version, NCTUns now implements a kernel emulation module to support 
emulation more efficiently. The main advantage for the module approach is that this approach 
can reduce memory copy operation overhead between the kernel and user space. In the 
module approach, when a packet arrives from an external machine and is received by the 
network device driver in the kernel, it is captured by the kernel module and directly 
forwarded to a tunnel interface in the kernel. If this operation is instead implemented as a 
user-level daemon, when the packet is received by the kernel, the kernel will need to copy the 
packet from the kernel space to the user space so that the daemon can get the packet and 
change the packet header. Later on, the daemon will need to write the packet into the kernel 
to enqueue it at a tunnel interface. Due to these two copy operations, the user-level daemon 
approach generates poorer performances than the kernel emulation module approach. 
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Figure 3. The emulation module captures packets for the traffic direction from the external machine to 
the simulation machine. 

In NCTUns, when the simulation starts, the emulation module will be loaded into the 
kernel automatically and it will read a configuration file which contains all the filtering rules. 
During the simulation, the emulation module performs header translations for all packets that 
are either originated from or destined to the external machine. It functions like a NAT 
(network address translator) to translate IP addresses between the simulated network and the 
real world. Figure 3 shows that an emulation module is running to serve external machines 
(hosts) in the real world. Packets generated by this external machine are transmitted through 
an Ethernet link to reach the simulation machine. These packets are intercepted, filtered by 
the emulation module, and the headers of these packets are translated, then, the kernel 
forwards them into the corresponding tunnel interface and injects them into the simulation 
network. These packets then are transmitted over a link, pass a switch, are transmitted over 
another link, and finally reach their destination host all by simulation. Figure 4 shows the 
operations for the opposite direction when the simulated host sends back a packet to the 
external machine in the real world. 
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Figure 4. The emulation module captures packets for the traffic direction from the simulation machine 
to the external machine. 

3.2 Capturing Packets in the Kernel 

Emulation module needs a mechanism to filter and capture packets. This is accomplished 
through the help of another module in the kernel. Here, we describe how an emulation 
module filters and captures packets received from an interface in the kernel of the Linux 
operating system. 

In Linux, the kernel uses the netfilter [13] mechanism to filter and capture packets. 
Netfilter is a set of hooks inside the Linux kernel that allows kernel modules or functions to 
register their callback functions with the network stack. When a packet traverses a hook, the 
hook’s associated callback function will be called. Based on netfilter, iptables is a generic 
hook that is used for applications that need to capture packets from the kernel. 

Figure 5 shows the architecture of these modules. The netfilter module maintains a global 
structure that has five lists each of which is associated with a hook number. Every hook 
number corresponds to a packet filtering point inside the network stack. This figure shows the 
filtering scenario when a packet coming from network interface 1 is forwarded at the IP layer 
to network interface 2. On the forwarding path, the packet will pass through three filtering 
points, which are IP_PRE_ROUTING, IP_FORWARD, and IP_POST_ROUTING, 
respectively. When a packet passes through the IP_FORWARD filtering point, it means that 
the IP layer is being used to forward the packet. When a packet passes through 
IP_PRE_ROUTING, it means that the kernel is filtering the packet before routing it. When a 
packet passes through IP_POST_ROUTING, it means that the kernel is filtering the packet 
after routing it. In total, there are five filtering points in the IP network stack. In this figure, 
only three filtering points are shown. The other two filtering points are IP_LOCAL_IN and 
IP_LOCAL_OUT and their corresponding hook numbers are 1 and 3, respectively. 
IP_LOCAL_OUT represents the filtering point where the kernel sends out a packet generated 
by the local host. In contrast, IP_LOCAL_IN represents the filtering point where the kernel 
receives a packet whose destination is the local host.  
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Figure 5. The packet filtering and capturing mechanism used in the Linux kernel. 

When a packet passes through a filtering point, the kernel will send the packet to the 
netfilter module, which is depicted as a gray box in this figure. The netfilter module will relay 
this packet to those functions that have been registered in the corresponding filtering point 
(hook number). For example, when a packet passes through the IP_FORWARD filtering 
point, the kernel will send it to the netfilter module. The netfilter module will first relay the 
packet to the iptables module in the list of hook number 2. If the iptables module does not 
capture the packet, the packet will be sent back to the netfilter module. In this case, the 
netfilter module will continually relay the same packet to the next registered function, which 
is divert_hook() in this figure. Suppose that divert_hook() does not capture this packet, the 
packet will be sent back to the netfilter module again. At this time, the netfilter module will 
discover that no more registered function exists in the list of hook number 2. The netfilter 
module will then send the packet back to the network stack (the IP layer) and the packet will 
continually go through its original path. 

4 Emulation Module Design 

Besides capturing packets in the kernel, the emulation module needs to forward packets in the 
right direction. Here we describe how to forward packets between an external host in the real 
world and the simulated network. Due to space limitation, the emulation module design for 
supporting external routers is not presented. 
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4.1 Routing Entries Installation 

In Figure 3, the external machine is equipped with a Fast Ethernet interface and this interface 
is configured with an IP address 10.0.0.2. The simulation machine’s Fast Ethernet interface is 
configured with an IP address 10.0.0.1. In the simulated network, the external host (node 1) 
represents the external machine and has a tunnel interface with an assigned IP address 1.0.1.1. 
(In NCTUns, the IP address format is 1.0.subnetID.hostID [4].) If the TCP sender running on 
the external machine wants to communicate with the TCP receiver running on the simulated 
host (node 2), it should use 1.0.1.2 as the destination IP address of the packet. On the other 
hand, if the TCP sender running on the simulated host (node 2) wants to establish a TCP 
connection with the TCP receiver running on the external machine, it should use 1.0.1.1 as 
the destination IP address of the packet. That is, no matter whether the destination node of a 
packet is a simulated host or an external machine, the destination IP address used should be 
its assigned IP address in the simulated network. 

Assume that the external machine wants to send packets to the simulated host and it is a 
Linux machine. One can execute the following command to add a routing entry on the 
external machine: 

 
 # route add -net 1.0.0.0/16 gw 10.0.0.1 
 
This command indicates that all outgoing packets whose destination IP addresses are 

1.0.X.X should be sent to the gateway whose IP address is 10.0.0.1. Since the simulation 
machine is configured with the IP address 10.0.0.1, any packet that is generated by the 
external machine and destined to the simulated network will be sent to the simulation 
machine. These packets will be filtered and captured by IP filter 0 depicted in Figure 3 and 
directed to the emulation module. 

4.2 IP Address Translation 

In Figure 3, the TCP sender running on the external machine establishes a TCP connection 
with the TCP receiver running on the simulated host, which binds 1.0.1.2 as its source IP 
address in the simulated network. The TCP sender thinks that the TCP connection is 
established between 10.0.0.2 (its own IP address in the real world) and 1.0.1.2 (the 
destination node’s IP address in the simulated network). When the TCP sender sends its 
packets to 1.0.1.2, these packets will be captured and delivered to the emulation module and 
their source IP addresses will be modified from 10.0.0.2 to 1.0.1.1. This is because the 
external host (node 1) represents the external machine and the IP address of node 1 is 1.0.1.1. 
All packets generated by the external machine should be treated as though they were 
generated and sent out from node 1. If the address translation is not performed, the simulated 
network will not know which node the 10.0.0.2 IP address belongs to. With this translation, 
the TCP receiver will think that the TCP connection is established between 1.0.1.1 and 
1.0.1.2. The TCP receiver will return a TCP ACK packet with its destination IP address set to 
1.0.1.1. 

In Figure 4, when the TCP ACK packet arrives at the external host (node 1), IP filter 0 
will capture the packet and deliver it to the emulation module. Then, the emulation module 
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will change the destination IP address 1.0.1.1 to 10.0.0.2, which is the IP address of the 
external machine in the real world. In the mean time, the source IP address of the TCP ACK 
packet is still kept the same (1.0.1.2). With this design, the ACK packet can reach the external 
machine and the TCP sender on the external machine will not know that the IP addresses of 
its packets have been translated. 

5 Usage Examples 

In the following, we illustrate how to use NCTUns to support emulations that involves real-
world external hosts, external ad hoc mode mobile hosts, external infrastructure mode mobile 
hosts, and external routers, respectively. 

5.1 External Host 

External hosts can be connected to a simulated network in several ways. In the following, we 
present two emulation examples.  

 
A. Example 1 

Figure 6 shows the network topology used in the first example. In this figure, node 4 
represents an external host in the real world (which is called an external machine 
interchangeably when there is no ambiguity) while all other nodes and links (inside the large 
dashed circle) are simulated in real time by another machine (which is called the simulation 
machine). This figure indicates that the external host (i.e., the external machine) is connected 
to the simulated network via the simulated switch (node 3). In this figure, the bandwidth and 
delay of the link between the external host (node 4) and the simulated switch is simulated. 
The bandwidth and delay of this simulated link need not be the same as those of the physical 
link that connects the simulation machine and the external machine together. To let real-
world packets be exchanged between the two machines as fast as possible, the bandwidth and 
delay of the used physical link should be as high as possible and as low as possible, 
respectively. After packets generated by the external machine arrive at the simulation 
machine, they will be injected to the simulated network from the external host in the 
simulated network (i.e., node 4). These packets will then be transmitted over the simulated 
link to reach the simulated switch. 

Suppose that in the simulated network the IP address assigned to the simulated host on 
the left (node 1) is 1.0.1.1 and the IP address assigned to the external host on the right (node 4) 
is 1.0.2.1. Also suppose that in the real world the simulation machine’s IP address is 
192.168.1.1 and the external machine’s IP address is 192.168.1.100. Figure 7 shows that the 
above information is provided to NCTUns through the GUI dialog box of the external host. 
NCTUns will automatically set up relevant packet filtering rules and routing entries on the 
simulation machine. One only needs to set up a routing entry on the external machine to let its 
packets be directed to the simulation machine. 
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Figure 6. The network topology and physical setup used in the first example. 

 

Figure 7. The GUI dialog box of the external host. 

Suppose that the external machine wants to set up a greedy TCP connection to the 
simulated host. In such a case, the “rtcp -p 8000” command can be specified in the simulated 
host’s GUI dialog box. This will cause NCTUns to run up a TCP receiver program that binds 
on port number 8000 on the simulated host during emulation. After starting the emulation, 
one can execute the “stcp -p 8000 1.0.1.1” command on the external machine to run up a TCP 
sender program. Doing so will set up a TCP connection between the external machine and the 
simulated host and user data will begin to be transferred from the external machine to the 
simulated host.  

 
B. Example 2 

The top of Figure 8 shows the second example, where two external machines (node 3 and 
node 4) are connected to the simulated network. The right external machine connects itself to 
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the simulated switch (node 2) while the left one connects itself to the simulated router (node 
1). The two external machines want to exchange their TCP packets through the simulated 
network. Suppose that the IP address assigned to the left external host is 1.0.1.1 and the IP 
address assigned to the right external host is 1.0.2.1 in the simulated network. Suppose that 
the three machines (i.e., the two external machines and the simulation machine) are 
physically connected together via a high-speed network (e.g., a 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet or a 
Gigabit Ethernet) and each of them uses a different IP address in the 192.168.1.0/24 subnet. 
The bottom of Figure 8 shows this physical setup.  

 

 

Figure 8. The network topology and physical setup used in the second example. 

Suppose that one wants to set up a TCP connection between the two external machines 
and let their packets be exchanged over the simulated network. One can first start the 
emulation and keep it running. Then one executes the “rtcp -p 8000” command on the left 
external machine to run up a TCP receiver program. Then one executes “stcp –p 8000 
1.0.1.1” on the right external machine to run up a TCP sender program. Doing so will set up a 
real-world TCP connection between the two external machines. User data will begin to be 
transferred from the right external machine to the left external machine over the simulated 
network.  

When many external machines need to connect to the simulation machine, the simulation 
machine may not have that many number of network interfaces, each connecting to an 
external machine. To overcome this problem, a multi-port high-speed Ethernet switch (e.g., a 
24-port Gigabit Ethernet switch) can be used to connect all external machines and the 
simulation machine together. In such a configuration, the simulation machine needs just one 
interface regardless of the number of external machines. Using this approach, one must take 
cares to ensure that the aggregate traffic from all external machines to the simulation machine 
will not exceed the bandwidth of the link from the switch to the simulation machine. 
Otherwise, the packets from external machines may be dropped or delayed in the switch, 
causing emulation results to be less accurate.  
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Figure 9. The GUI dialog boxes of the two external hosts. 

5.2 External Ad Hoc Mode Mobile Host 

An external ad hoc mode mobile host in the real world (called an external mobile machine 
here) can participate in a NCTUns emulation. In the simulated network one can specify the 
moving path of an external mobile host that represents an external mobile machine. However, 
the corresponding external mobile machine need not move in the real world. Actually, it can 
be a fixed host that uses an Ethernet link to connect to the simulated network (simulation 
machine).  

The external mobile machine’s IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is simulated in the simulated 
network. It is not used to exchange packets between the external mobile machine and the 
simulation machine. When packets generated by the external mobile machine arrive at the 
simulation machine, they are directed to the emulation module. The emulation module will 
re-direct these packets into the simulation network. Then they will be wirelessly transmitted 
to other nodes in the simulated network using the (simulated) IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.  

Since the external mobile host in the simulated network represents the external mobile 
machine, its mobility is simulated by NCTUns rather than by the user physically moving the 
external mobile machine around the simulation machine in the real world. With these 
capabilities, one can easily evaluate the performance of the applications and higher-layer 
protocols running on the external mobile machine (e.g., a PDA or a cellular phone) under 
various simulated network and mobility conditions.  

Figure 10 shows an emulation example in which one external ad hoc mode mobile host 
(node 3, which represents an external mobile machine in the real world) communicates with a 
simulated mobile host on the right (node 2) via another simulated mobile host in the middle 
(node 1). Initially, the external mobile host on the left can exchange packets with the 
simulated mobile host on the right via the middle mobile host. However, as time proceeds, the 
mobile host on the left begins to move away from the simulated mobile host (not in the real 
world but in the simulated network) and eventually it is out of the transmission range of the 
middle mobile host. At this time, it can no longer communicate with the simulated mobile 
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host on the right via the middle mobile host. Later on, when the external mobile host moves 
into the transmission ranges of node 1 or node 2, it can communicate with node 2 again.  

 

 

Figure 10. The network topology and physical setup used in the external ad hoc mode mobile host 
emulation example. 

The physical setup for this emulation case is shown at the bottom of Figure 10. One 
simulation machine and one external mobile machine (which need not be mobile) are used 
and they can be connected via an Ethernet link or an IEEE 802.11(b) wireless network. 
Actually, any kind of networks can be used to connect these two machines together, including 
optical networks or IEEE 802.16(d)(e)(j) WiMAX networks). It does not matter which type of 
network link is used between the simulation machine and the external mobile machine as long 
as their IP packets can be exchanged on the used network. As in the external host emulation 
example, the simulation machine and the external mobile machine should be on the same 
subnet (if they are not, tunneling techniques may be used). Assuming that the simulation 
machine’s IP address is 192.168.1.1 and the external mobile machine’s IP address is 
192.168.1.100 and they are physically connected via a Fast Ethernet cable. Then on the 
external mobile machine, one can execute the following command to add the required routing 
entry to the system routing table. 

 
 route add 1.0/16 192.168.1.1 (FreeBSD version) 
 
 route add -net 1.0.0.0/16 gw 192.168.1.1 (Linux version) 
 
After adding the required routing entry, the external mobile machine can begin to 

exchange packets with a simulated mobile host. If a node (either a simulated host or an 
external mobile machine) wants to send packets to another node (either a simulated host or an 
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external mobile machine), it should use the IP address assigned to that node in the simulated 
network. Assume that in the simulated network node 1, node 2, and node 3 are assigned 
1.0.1.1, 1.0.1.2, and 1.0.1.3 IP address, respectively. If the external mobile machine wants set 
up a greedy TCP connection to the simulated host on the right (node 2), the “rtcp –p 8000” 
command can be specified in the GUI dialog box of the simulated host and the “stcp –p 8000 
1.0.1.2” command can be executed on the external mobile machine. On the other hand, if the 
simulated host wants to set up a greedy TCP connection to the external mobile machine, the 
“rtcp –p 8000” command can be executed on the external mobile machine and the “stcp –p 
8000 1.0.1.3” command can be specified in the GUI dialog box of the simulated host. Figure 
11 shows the information that needs to be specified in the GUI dialog box of the external 
mobile host for this example. 

 

 

Figure 11. The GUI dialog box of the external ad hoc mode mobile host. 

5.3 External Infrastructure Mode Mobile Host 

An external infrastructure mode mobile host in the simulated network represents an external 
infrastructure mode mobile machine in the real world. The usage of external infrastructure 
mode mobile host is similar to that of external ad hoc mode mobile host. The only exception 
is that in the GUI dialog box of the external infrastructure mode mobile host, one needs to 
provide the gateway IP address for this mobile host in the simulated network. When the 
packets generated by the external mobile machine arrive at the simulation machine, they will 
be transmitted by the external mobile host that represents the external mobile machine and 
received by the simulated access points. With the gateway IP address information, the access 
point can correctly forward these packets to a simulated router (which is the gateway for these 
packets) for further forwarding in the simulated network.  
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Figure 12 shows an emulation example in which one external infrastructure mode mobile 
host (node 4) communicates with a simulated host (node 1) via a simulated wireless access 
point (node 3) and a simulated router (node 2). The mobile host is assigned 1.0.1.2 address in 
the simulated network and the gateway IP address specified for this mobile host is 1.0.1.254. 
Suppose that the simulated host on the right (node 1) wants to set up a TCP connection to the 
external mobile machine in the real world (represented by node 4), the “rtcp –p 8000” 
command can be executed on the external mobile machine and the “stcp –p 8000 1.0.1.2” 
command can be specified in the GUI dialog box of this simulated host. In the simulated 
network, initially the host (node 1) can communicate with the external infrastructure mode 
mobile host. However, as time proceeds, the external mobile host will eventually leave the 
coverage area (the dashed circle in red color) of the wireless access point and no longer can 
communicate with that host. Since the external mobile host represents an external mobile 
machine in the real world, the external mobile machine will experience the same condition as 
described above while exchanging data with the simulated host.  

 

 

Figure 12. The GUI dialog box of the external infrastructure mode mobile host. 

5.4 External Router 

An external router machine in the real world can interact with a simulated network and it is 
represented by an external router in the simulated network. This is a useful function as traffic 
originated from the simulated network can be directed to the external router machine, 
experience the router machine’s packet scheduling and buffer management processing, and 
then return back to the simulated network. With this capability, one can easily test the router 
machine’s functionality (e.g., one can generate and send virus and network-attack packets 
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from the simulated network to the external router machine to see whether it can detect or filter 
them out). 

Figure 13 shows an emulation example where three simulated hosts (node 2, node 3, and 
node 4) are connected to an external router (node 1) in the simulated network. On top of this 
topology, two greedy TCP connections are set up. The first one originates at node 2 and ends 
at node 4 while the second one originates at node 3 and ends at node 4. The packets of these 
two TCP connections need to pass through the external router. For the packets generated by 
node 2, when they arrive at node 1, they need to leave the simulated network and enter the 
real world to reach the external router machine through one of its port. They will be routed by 
the external router machine and leave it through a different port. They will then reach the 
simulation machine and re-enter into the simulated network at node 1. Finally, node 1 will 
transmit them to node 4 on the simulated link between node 1 and node 4. The packets 
generated by node 3 experience a similar scenario. 

 

 

Figure 13. The network topology used in the external router emulation example. 

The physical network setup for running this emulation is shown in Figure 14. The 
simulation machine simulates all hosts and links. It has three network interfaces each of 
which connects to one port of the external router machine via an Ethernet link. The 
bandwidth and delay of the links in the simulated network can be different from those of the 
three Ethernet links that physically connect the simulation machine and the external router 
machine.  

The simulation machine needs some information about the external router machine. One 
needs to provide such information in the GUI dialog box of an external router in the 
simulated network, which is shown in Figure 15. For each port of the external router machine 
in the real world, one needs to provide the association among the following information 
entities: its assigned IP address in the simulated network (this information is automatically 
provided by the GUI in the second column of this association table after the port ID column), 
the real IP address of the network interface on the simulation machine that connects to this 
port via a link, the name (e.g., eth1) of the above interface (on the simulation machine), and 
the real IP address used by this port on the external router machine. Assume that the names of 
the interfaces configured with the 140.113.1.1, 140.113.2.1, and 140.113.3.1 addresses on the 
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simulation machine are eth1, eth2, and eth3, respectively. Then the association table should 
contain the following entries: (1, 1.0.1.2, 140.113.1.1, eth1, 140.113.1.2) for port 1, (2, 
1.0.2.2, 140.113.2.1, eth2, 140.113.2.2) for port 2, and (3, 1.0.3.2, 140.113.3.1, eth3, 
140.113.3.2) for port 3. Figure 15 illustrates the settings. 

 

 

Figure 14. The network configuration and physical setup used in the external router emulation example. 

 

Figure 15. The GUI dialog box of the external router. 
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On the external router machine in the real world, some routing entries need to be added to 
the routing table so that packets originated from the simulated network can be redirected back 
to the simulated network. The rules for generating these routing entries are as follows. For 
every host with 1.0.X.Y as its assigned IP address in the simulated network, one can use the 
following routing commands (FreeBSD version) to add the needed routing entries: “route add 
200.Z.X.Y -interface NICNAME” or “route add 200.Z.X.Y GatewayIPaddress.” Here Z is a 
variable taken from the set of all subnet IDs used in the simulated network, NICNAME is the 
name of the interface on the external router machine (e.g., fxp0 or eth0), and 
GatewayIPaddress is the IP address of the interface on the simulation machine to which the 
external router machine would like to send these packets. Note that “200” should be used 
because the emulation module changes the first number of the destination IP address of every 
packet (e.g., Ss.Sh.Ds.Dh) going to the external router machine to 200 (200.Ss.Ds.Dh) so that 
it can come back to the simulated network correctly. 

Using the above example to illustrate, assume that link 1 is subnet 1, link 2 is subnet 2, 
and link 3 is subnet 3 in the simulated network, and the IP address of node 2 is 1.0.1.1, the IP 
address of node 3 is 1.0.2.1, and the IP address of node 4 is 1.0.3.1, respectively. Further 
assume that the IP address of the external router on link 1 is 1.0.1.2, the IP address of the 
external router on link 2 is 1.0.2.2, and the IP address of the external router on link3 is 1.0.3.2. 
Suppose that in the real world the real IP address used by the external router port configured 
with 1.0.1.2 in the simulated network is 140.113.1.2, the real IP address used by the external 
router port configured with 1.0.2.2 in the simulated network is 140.113.2.2, and the real IP 
address used by the external router port configured with 1.0.3.2 in the simulated network is 
140.113.3.2. Further suppose that on the simulation machine the IP address of the interface 
simulating link1 is 140.113.1.1 in the real world, the interface simulating link2 is 140.113.2.1, 
and the interface simulating link3 is 140.113.3.1. These address settings are illustrated in 
Figure 14. 

For this example, on the external router machine in the real world one can execute the 
following routing commands (Linux version) to add the required routing entries.  

 
route add 200.1.1.1 gw 140.113.1.1 
route add 200.2.1.1 gw 140.113.1.1 
route add 200.3.1.1 gw 140.113.1.1 
 
route add 200.1.2.1 gw 140.113.2.1 
route add 200.2.2.1 gw 140.113.2.1 
route add 200.3.2.1 gw 140.113.2.1 
 
route add 200.1.3.1 gw 140.113.3.1 
route add 200.2.3.1 gw 140.113.3.1 
route add 200.3.3.1 gw 140.113.3.1 
 
With these commands, all packets that originate from subnet 1, 2, or 3 and go to 1.0.1.1 

will be sent back to 140.113.1.1 via link1. Similarly, all packets that originate from subnet 1, 
2, or 3 and go to 1.0.2.1 will be sent back to 140.113.2.1 via link2, and all packets that 
originate from subnet 1, 2, or 3 and go to 1.0.3.1 will be sent back to 140.113.3.1 via link3.  
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If there are multiple hosts on a subnet in the simulated network, it is more efficient and 
convenient to use subnet routing rather than host routing to specify these routing entries. The 
following routing commands can be executed to add these subnet routing entries (Linux 
version): 

 
route add -net 200.1.1.0/24 gw 140.113.1.1 
route add -net 200.2.1.0/24 gw 140.113.1.1 
route add -net 200.3.1.0/24 gw 140.113.1.1 
 
route add -net 200.1.2.0/24 gw 140.113.2.1 
route add -net 200.2.2.0/24 gw 140.113.2.1 
route add -net 200.3.2.0/24 gw 140.113.2.1 
 
route add -net 200.1.3.0/24 gw 140.113.3.1 
route add -net 200.2.3.0/24 gw 140.113.3.1 
route add -net 200.3.3.0/24 gw 140.113.3.1 

6 Traffic Mix Capability 

We use a case here to show that a real-world TCP connection can contend with a simulated 
TCP connection for bandwidth in the simulated network. The real-world TCP connection is 
set up between an external host in the real world and a host in the simulated network. The 
simulated TCP connection on the other hand is set up between two hosts in the simulated 
network.  

 
I. Emulation Setup 

Figure 16 shows the tested network topology. One machine (simulation machine) is used 
to simulate the portion of the network inside the dashed circle in real time while another 
machine (external machine) acts as the external host. The simulation machine is a PC with 
Intel Core 2 Duo (3.0 GHz) CPU and 2 GB RAM, and the emulation machine is ASUS W7J 
notebook with Intel Centrino Duo T2400 (1.83 GHz) CPU and 1 GB RAM. A 100 Mbps Fast 
Ethernet network physically connects them together. 
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Figure 16. The network topology used in the traffic mix emulation test. 

The link delay of all links in the simulated network is set to 25 ms and bandwidth of all 
links is set to 10 Mbps. We set up two greedy TCP connections in this test. The first one is 
between node 1 and node 4. We call this connection a simulated TCP connection because 
both of these nodes are simulated by NCTUns. The other connection is between node 1 and 
the external machine. We call this connection a real TCP connection because one of its 
endpoints is an external machine in the real world. During emulation, the two TCP 
connections contend for the bandwidth of the bottleneck link from the switch (node 3) to node 
1. 

 
II. Performance Results 

Figure 17 shows the contending behavior of the real and the simulated TCP connections. 
We see that these two TCP connections compete with each other for the bandwidth of the 
bottleneck link in the simulated network. This result shows that real-world and simulated 
traffic can coexist and dynamically contend in a simulated network created by NCTUns. For 
comparison purpose, we run a similar simulation case where the two contending TCP 
connections are both simulated. Figure 18 shows the contending behavior of the two 
simulated TCP connections. By comparing Figure 17 and Figure 18, we see that both figures 
show the same behavior. This result shows that NCTUns does not bias against a real-world or 
a simulated TCP connection when they contend in a simulated network.  
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Figure 17: The contending behavior between a real TCP connection and a simulated TCP connection. 

 

Figure 18: The contending behavior between two simulated TCP connections. 

7 Performance Evaluation 

In the following, we conduct the following emulation test to evaluate the accuracy 
performance of the NCTUns network emulator.  
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I. Emulation Setup 
Figure 19 shows the network topology used in this test. The portion of the network inside 

the dashed circle is simulated in real time by one machine (simulation machine). The external 
host on the right (node 2) represents an external host in the real world (external machine). The 
simulation machine is a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo (3.0 GHz) CPU and 2 GB RAM, and the 
emulation machine is ASUS W7J notebook with Intel Centrino Duo T2400 (1.83 GHz) CPU 
and 1 GB RAM. A 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet network physically connects them together. In 
this test suite, the clock synchronization time interval used by NCTUns to synchronize its 
simulation clock with the real clock is varied to evaluate its effects on the accuracy of 
NCTUns in emulating an end-to-end delay.  

The delay for every link in the simulated network is set to 0.5, 1, 5, 10, and 50 ms such 
that the expected RTT (Round-Trip Time) between the external host and node 1 on the left is 
10 (0.5*20), 20 (1*20), 100 (5*20), 200 (10*20), and 1000 (50*20) ms, respectively, where 
20 is the number of links that a packet needs to traverse from the external host to node 1 and 
then go back to the external host. The bandwidth of all these links is set to 10 Mbps.  

On the external machine in the real world, a “ping” program is run to measure the RTTs 
between the external machine and node 1. The “ping” program measures a RTT by sending 
an ICMP request packet to the target host, receiving an ICMP reply packet generated by the 
target host, and then computing the time elapsed between these two events. The time interval 
between two successive ICMP request packet transmissions is set to 0.5 second and the 
packet length is set to 64 bytes. The clock synchronization time interval is set to 0.1, 1, and 
10 ms. The variance of measured RTTs and the difference between the average of measured 
RTTs and the expected RTT are reported. 

 
Simulated 
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The external 

machine
Router

Host

 

Figure 19. The network topology used in the performance evaluation emulation test. 

II. Performance Results 
Figure 20 shows the variance of the measured RTTs. We see that using a clock 

synchronization time interval of either 0.1 ms or 1 ms generates about the same level of 
accuracy, and using a clock synchronization time interval of 10 ms results in a much greater 
inaccuracy. This result suggests that using 1 ms as the clock synchronization time interval is a 
good choice considering both accuracy and time synchronization overhead. 
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Figure 20: The variance of ping RTTs measured during the emulation test. 

Figure 21 shows the difference between the average of measured RTTs and the expected 
RTT. The expected RTT should be 20 times the delay of each link because an ICMP 
request/reply packet needs to traverse 20 links in a round trip. In Figure 21, we see that using 
a clock synchronization time interval of 10 ms results in a large difference between the 
average and the expected RTT. However, the difference is small for the cases using 1 and 0.1 
ms as the clock synchronization time interval. For these two cases, the difference of the case 
using 0.1 ms is interestingly a little larger than the one using 1 ms. This accuracy degradation 
phenomenon may be caused by the excessive synchronous overhead when 0.1 ms is used as 
the clock synchronization time interval. By these analyses, the result again suggests that 1 ms 
should be used as the clock synchronization time interval. 
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Figure 21: The difference between the average and the expected RTT under different clock 
synchronization time intervals. 

The differences (about 1.2 ms extra delay) between the average of measured RTTs and 
the expected RTT are reasonable and can be explained. There are several reasons for the extra 
delay. First, an ICMP request packet generated by the external machine in the real world 
needs to be transmitted over the physical Fast Ethernet link to reach the simulation machine 
and its reply packet generated by node 1 needs to be transmitted over the same link to come 
back to the external machine. The transmission time of these two packet transmissions is 2 * 
0.051 (64byte/100Mbps) = 0.0102 ms. Second, the emulation module needs to capture an 
ICMP packet from the kernel, translate the IP address and re-calculate the check sum of its 
header, and inject it into the simulated network. It also needs to perform reverse operations 
for the ICMP reply packet. These operations take about 0.05 ms. Third, in the simulated 
network an ICMP request packet needs to traverse 10 links to reach node 1 and its ICMP 
reply packet needs to traverse 10 links to come back to the external machine. Since the 
transmission time of an ICMP request/reply packet on each simulated link (10 Mbps) is about 
0.051 ms, the total packet transmission time spent on these 20 links is about 1.02 (0.051*20) 
ms. In total, these delays sum up to 1.08 ms, which is close to the measured difference (1.2 
ms). 

Among the 1.2 ms delay difference, the 1.02 (0.051*20) ms delay is a natural result. This 
is because it will also occur in a real-world network whose network topology and link settings 
are the same as those of the simulated network. Regarding the 0.0102 ms delay, using a 
higher-bandwidth link such as a Gbps Ethernet link to connect the simulation and external 
machine together will further reduce it. The real extra delay caused by NCTUns emulation 
module is only about 0.1698 (1.2 – 1.02 – 0.0102) ms on the tested hardware platform. Using 
a higher-performance machine may further reduce this delay. However, due to the inaccuracy 
inherent in the used 1 ms clock synchronization interval, this 0.1698 ms extra delay may be 
unavoidable.  
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8 Related Work 

The NIST Net [14] network emulator is a tool for evaluating the performance of the network 
protocol running on an IP host. It mainly operates at the IP layer. It can abstract and emulate 
the typical performance characteristics of a wide area network (e.g., congestion packet loss, 
congestion packet delay, and packet reordering, etc.). It can also emulate the characteristics of 
links built upon different underlying subnetwork technologies (e.g., the asymmetric 
bandwidth situations of xDSL and cable modems.). It is implemented as a Linux kernel 
module and users can install the module into a Linux system running on a PC-based machine. 
It allows users to specify several network conditions through which each packet needs to pass 
while it is forwarded by the PC-based router. Unlike NCTUns, NIST Net can only act as a 
simple black box giving passing packets some special treatments. One cannot simulate a 
network with various links and nodes in real time inside its black box.  

Ns-2 [15], although it is primarily used as a network simulator, can be used as a network 
emulator as well. Ns-2 is a traditional network simulator and is implemented as a user-level 
program. Ns-2 with emulation has two modes: the opaque mode and protocol mode. In the 
opaque mode, the simulator acts as a router allowing real-world traffic to pass through. In the 
protocol mode, ns-2 can be used as an endpoint to generate network traffic. Both of these two 
modes are naturally and correctly supported in NCTUns. Although according to the user 
manual ns-2 network simulator can be turned into a network emulator, from the current 
mailing list discussions, it seems that most people are still using it as a simulator rather than 
an emulator. The most recent ns-2 package downloaded from its web site cannot support 
emulation correctly. No one responded to the emulation bug reported in its mailing list. It 
seems that the emulation function of ns-2 is no longer maintained and supported.  

The PacketStorm IP network emulator [16] and the Hammer PacketSphere network 
emulator [17] use special devices and hardware to perform emulations. These emulators are 
commercial products. Their advantage may be on the performance because they can be 
equipped with various network interfaces, high-speed processors, larger memory, and more 
efficient operating system, etc. A general-purpose PC-based emulation machine on the other 
hand may not provide the same level of emulation performance because a general-purpose 
operating system such as FreeBSD or Linux is not specially designed for the emulation 
purpose. Commercial hardware-based emulators, however, are expensive and thus are not 
widely used in the network research community.  

9 Conclusion 

In this chapter we present the NCTUns network simulator and emulator and illustrate how 
researchers may use it to conduct innovative network emulations. Network emulation refers 
to the ability to simulate the characteristics of a real-world network in real time and let real-
world packets pass through the simulated network to experience various conditions such as 
packet dropping, delaying, reordering, duplication, etc. Network emulation is an important 
approach as one can test, diagnose, and evaluate the function and performance of real-world 
network devices without the need to get, know, or modify its internal protocol stack. Such 
capability is important as sometimes it is impossible, difficult, or expensive to acquire the 
source code of the protocol stack used in a network device. 
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NCTUns supports emulation by simulating a desired network in real time, intercepting 
real-world packets and redirecting them into the simulated network, and letting them leave 
the simulated network to reach their destination hosts in the real world. The simulated 
network used in emulation can be arbitrarily large and composed of various types of networks. 
While in the simulated network, real-world packets can receive special treatments simply 
based on statistics distributions or they can interact and compete with packets originated from 
simulated nodes to experience more realistic and dynamic traffic conditions. In addition, 
during emulation a real-world network device can set up real network connections with any 
node in the simulated network to exchange their packets. These innovative capabilities make 
NCTUns an ideal network emulation tool.  
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